Across
3. Father of Kate and Bianca
7. Elaine's first "True Love"
8. Government is located here
12. True Or False? Poe lived A Very Happy Life
14. Visits the tea party in the mad tea party
17. Who Adopted Edgar A. Poe?
19. David's best friend
20. Place From David's Dreams

Down
1. Leader of the "Group"
2. the shrew in taming of the shrew
4. First cat in the black cat
5. Davids Cousin
6. What Poem Made Poe Famous?
9. Saves David, Rosalind and Petra
10. Lucentio's father
11. Kenny's crush
13. Best Teacher Ever
15. Elaine's "Best Friend"
16. writer of the tell tale heart
18. Davids Grandfather